
Sample Teaching Outline

Group Development and Decision Making
Keri Wriglrt

COaL: To Provide Participants with a framework for understanding decision-making
styles, stages of group development and relationship between the two subjects.

OUTLINE:
I. Leadership Personality Quadrants
II. Categorizing Decision Making styles
ilI. Choosing a Decision Making style
iV. Stages of Group Development
V. Review

I. Leadership Personalitv Ouadrants
-How do I make decisions?

-Which melhod am I comfortable with?
-What do these quadrants mean in a group setting?

-Four quadrants represent key aspects needed in functional groups.
-What does this mean when I am the group Leader?

-Preferred style is less important than the ability to move around the
quadrants as needed.

II. Cateeorizine Decision Makine Stvles:

Directive Leader decides and jnforms the group. Leader asks for paraphrase to make sure that he

or.she has been clear and that people know what is expected of them.

Consultative Leader decides after consultations or recommendations from the group. There are two
ways to do this: theleader solicits the group ideas and recommendations, then decides or
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final decision.

Group Decision The followers share equally in the decision making process. Vote: group decides by
voting. Leader has one vote, and no veto power except for safety. Consensus: whole
group comes to a decision that everyone can support. Consensus must be defined before
it is used.

Delegate
Decision

Leader defines parameters and under what conditions he or she will intercede (if any),

then the group or individual makes dre decision without the leader.

III. Choosine'a Decision Makine Style:
-When is each style appropriate?

Factors to consider: possibility of an accident, consequences of accident,
and

-Hershey Blanchard:

f theencv o
Low Consequence High Consequence

High Possibiliry Think about it STOP

Low Possibility Okay STOP

How To Choose Decision-Making Style
Based On Hersey-Blanchard (Modified)
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fV. Stages of Group Development:
1. Forming

Behavior: During this stage the group initiaily joins together. People are
feeling out the group and how they fit in. Expectations are high; there are
feelings of ambiguity and insecurity.
Decisions to be made; Establish criteria for membership/ expedition behavior,
goals and objectives for the group and the trip.
Decisiotr making style: The group will usually want guidance. The leader
should facilitate a safe environrnent. Direct the group without being
demaniling.

Z. Storming
Behavior: This stage is generally chracteized by some turmoil or conflict.

. People are breaking group expectations. Sometimes there is a struggle for
power.
Decisiorts to be made.' How will the group deal with conflict? What decision
making style does the group prefer?
Decision rnaking style: This is the time to educate the group on various
decision-making styles. Do not allow one person in the group to make ail of
the decisions. Don't hold reignS too tightly, but uphold values, enough
structure and high expectations. Allow the group to consult with you on
appropriate issues.

3. Norming
Behavior: The group becomes pretty comfortable. Efforts for group
cohesion, negotiation, insights and growth are being developed.
Decisions to be ntade: What are the group "norms." Does the group work
together efficiently?
Decision making style: The $oup leams to effectively communicate and
make decisicns in an effective and tinrely rnanner. Allow the group tc make
sife decisions and come up with their own solutions

4. Performing
Behavior: Group becomes productive, efficient and functional. Individual
strengths are recognized and utilized. There is a strong sense of group
collaboration, trust and cooperation.
Decisions to be made: The goup should now be a "self-sustaining u.nit,"

. capable of making all important decisions according to their skill leyel and
knowledge base. .
Decision making style: The ieader should now be able to step away and allow
the group to function alone, stepping in only for safety precautions. Delegate
most if not all decisions to the group to make.

V. Review

1. What are the 4 decision.making styles?
2. What factors are considered when deciding which decision making style is

appropriate?
3. What are the stages of group development? How does this apply to decision-

makins?
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